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interesting and last unsolved puzzles of ethnologists and
linguists.
All except the Ostyaks have a clear Mongol streak in their
faces and the shape of their skulls and cheekbones. Yet
blood tests have revealed a closer affinity to the American
Red Indians than to their southern neighbours. The Ostyak
has unmistakably the eagle nose, the high forehead, the
piercing eyes and the long head of the Redskin. Where have
all these people come from? Are they original inhabitants
of the North, have they never known a higher standard of
culture and economy than reindeer breeding, fur trapping,
fishing? Or are they weak nations from Central Asia driven
up North by the Turkish first and the Russian expansion
afterwards? Did they degenerate in their long struggle
against the inhospitable climate or have they never advanced
much further than the Stone Age until the Russians gave
them plenty of liquor and very few tools in exchange for
their sables and foxes? Are they the legendary races whom
antiquity knew as dog-heads because the ear flaps of their
fur caps look like dogs' ears? Are they the happy hybrids,
'who, live in the country that knows only day during the
summer and only night during the winter', as Greek
geographers describe them? What is there in the story of
the monk, who told Castren, the Finnish scientist, that they
were a stray stem of one of the lost Jewish tribes because
they knew the Ten Commandments (a story, by the way,
which Jewish merchants in Amsterdam used in order to
get the local community to put up some money for an expedi-
tion in the seventeenth century, allegedly to rescue this
tribe, in fact to get precious furs)?
Their languages, at any rate, vary greatly. Some have
Finnish Ugrian traces—Hungarians in the Arctic. Others
have Mongol grammar but a Turkish vocabulary. Many
do not possess a word of their own for csea*—a clue to the
theory that they wandered north and were introduced to
the Arctic Ocean only by tribes who had lived on its shores

